
Top of the funnel (TOFU) Middle of the funnel (MOFU) Bottom of the funnel (BOFU)

OUTBOUND

INBOUND

Contacts

Engagement Leads
(MQL) Leads

(SQL)
Opportunities

Wins

Views of posts 
  and ads on LinkedIn
   Display ad views on
    Google      
     Ad views on 3rd party
      sites
      Emails sent
      Social media views
      PR reach

Clicked on 
the call to 
action in our 
communication

Clicked on the 
call to action 
on relevant 
web pages

Organic search 
resulting in web page 
visit
Direct website 
landing page or 
product page 
visits

10% 15% 20% 40% 65%

Clicked on 
multiple pieces 
of content on the 
webpage

Meet lead scoring criteria:
Form completions
Made downloads
Opted in to a programme
Number of repeat visits
Page views + session 
length + number of clicks.

Requested a demo
Requested a quote
Referred by a customer
Entered into the CRM system as 
an opportunity by sales
Contacted by sales because they 
show 3 or more BANT criteria.

Lead nurturing

Customer buying journey metrics – how to measure success 

Time period:

Month 1 e.g. 20,000 2,000 300 60 24 16 15

Month 2

Month 3

Etc

Total:

Total contacts Engagement Leads - MQLs Leads - SQLs Opportunities
Wins/sales
(units sold)

Sales target
(units sold)

Marketing ROI
(Cost/lead)

e.g. £25/lead 
(MQL)

Outbound Outbound marketing pushes messaging out to potential customers.

Inbound marketing involves activities that attract customers by creating relevant content and experiences.

Everyone that we communicate with.

People who responded to the call to action and did what we asked them to do.

People who showed interest in our products or services, which makes them a potential customer.

People who have shown interest in the product by engaging with multiple marketing pieces. We can identify them if they visit the website again 
e.g. by their email address or cookies.

People who are ready to be contacted by the sales team. Typically we know at least two or more pieces of information (BANT criteria) about them.

BANT is a set of sales qualification criteria that help to determine how likely a potential customer is to purchase. BANT: budget, authority to make a 
purchasing decision, need for the product or service, and purchase timeline.

Inbound

Contacts

Engagement

Leads

Marketing qualified leads (MQL)

Sales qualified leads (SQL)

BANT criteria

Definitions

Metrics
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